
The SUN in astrology
 

In Astrology, the Sun, the source of life, symbolizes our conscious intellect. It symbolizes our

will to live as well as our creative life energy. 

Our life mission is derived from the Sun in our natal charts, much as the planets in our solar

system rotate around the Sun. Natal chart is represented by the Sun. It's also our "adult" the

part of us that stifles our "inner kid," weighs options, and makes final judgments. The Sun

represents self-realization and is our fundamental identity. 

 

When asked, "Who are you?" after you've given your basic information and employment,

your replies will most likely reflect your Sun. Our whole energy is also symbolized by the Sun.

The Sun guides us and is sometimes referred to be the "boss" of our horoscope. 

The Sun (Sun) is so essential in the chart that individuals who identify (without over-

identifying) with the Sun's expression are the happiest people on the planet. Though

https://astrologers.us/order-report may believe that their Sun's characteristics would come

naturally to them, the fact is that the Sun represents what we are learning to be. It's critical to

remember that the Sun symbolizes logic rather than impulse. 

Glyph of the Sun 

 

In comparison to the Moon, the Sun represents the present, or "here and now," but the Moon
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infuses the past into our lives via emotions. 

The Sun, according to Grant Lewi, represents "the psychological bias that will control your

behavior." "You may think, dream, imagine, hope to be a thousand things, according to your

Moon and other planets: but the Sun is who you are, and to be your best self in terms of your

Sun is to cause your energies to work along the path where they will receive the most

assistance from planetary vibrations," he continued. (1) We are purposeful, driven, proud,

and creative when we are "acting out" our Sun. We may be arrogant, extremely willful, self-

centered, and judgemental on the negative side. 

The native's life goal and the way in which they make their imprint in the world are

represented in the chart by the location of the Sun by zodiac sign. 

The location of the Sun in each house reveals where our personalities shine. The aspects of

life linked with that home show the kinds of experiences that develop our sense of self-

identity and pride. These are the areas of life where we try to exhibit and emphasize our Sun

sign characteristics. 

Note: Both the Sun's sign and the Sun's house are important to consider while understanding

your horoscope. Someone with the Sun in Aries in the 2nd house, for example, would read

both the Sun in Aries and the Sun in the 2nd house interpretations. Another individual can

have the Sun in Aries in the 8th house and read Sun in Aries and Sun in the 8th house

meanings. Despite the fact that these two people have the same Sun sign, they exhibit their

Aries Sun in distinct ways. 

 


